THE SUN
RISING OVER HORIZON

SUN2000L Inverter
5+5 years standard warranty
Extendable up to 25 years

Smart PV Optimiser
25 years standard warranty

HUAWEI
FUSIONHOME SMART ENERGY SOLUTION
MORE ENERGY, PAY LESS

Are you planning to fully use rooftop to get more solar energy but worrying about shading? With Huawei FusionHome, you can easily add optimisers to those affected modules to maximise your system yields. Meanwhile, you only need to pay limited numbers of optimiser cost.

BATTERY READY, SECURE FUTURE

With the high price of battery dropping rapidly, delaying installing at a later date appears to be the smarter move. However, with Huawei battery ready inverter you can easily add a battery now or any time in the future – with simple Plug & Play.

No need to purchase additional battery connection device or conduct system retrofit.

HAPPY CUSTOMER

Simon owns a 8kW(SUN2000L-3KTL & 5KTL) FusionHome system in Sydney and, since Dec 2017, is already seeing the benefit of partial optimiser solution. He has in total 36 PV modules, among which 24pcs are affected by partial shading. Equipped with Huawei Smart PV Optimisers, Simon no longer needs to worry about shading problems – he can fully utilize his roof space to maximise yields whilst limiting costs on optimisers.

In addition, Huawei inverters also supports direct battery “Plug and Play”, which enabled Simon to purchase an additional LG battery in July 2018.